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Examines how socioeconomic relations between Judaean
elites and non-elites changed as Palestine became part of the
Roman Empire.
This book explores the economic, social and political forces
that shaped the grain market in the Roman Empire.
Examining studies on food supply and the grain market in preindustrial Europe, it addresses questions of productivity,
division of labour, market relations and market integration.
The social and political aspects of the Roman grain market
are also considered. Dr Erdkamp illustrates how entitlement
to food in Roman society was dependent on relations with the
emperor, his representatives and the landowning aristocracy,
and local rulers controlling the towns and hinterlands. He
assesses the response of the Roman authorities to
weaknesses in the grain market and looks at the implications
of the failure of local harvests. By examining the subject from
a contemporary perspective, this book will appeal not only to
historians of ancient economies, but to all concerned with the
economy of grain markets, a subject which still resonates
today.
In Trading Communities, Taco Terpstra shows that longdistance trade in the Roman Empire was conducted through
foreign trading communities living overseas, held together by
ethnic and geographical identity.
Law and the Rural Economy in the Roman EmpireUniversity
of Michigan Press
Collected essays by Cambridge sociologist Keith Hopkins Page 1/16
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one of theBritain
most radical,
innovative
and influential
Roman
historians of his generation.
Periodic markets are institutions of crucial importance in all
pre-industrial economies. Yet the subject has been given little
atten-tion by Roman historians. The aim of this book is to
remedy this state of affairs through an empire-wide study of
annual, bi-annual, monthly and weekly markets. The method
used involves the interpretation of the ancient evidence in
terms of economic and anthropo-logical theory and against
the background of comparative data. Dr de Ligt starts by
demonstrat-ing the continued importance of local and
regional fairs throughout the im-perial period. Special
attention is devoted to the role of both annual fairs and highfrequency periodic markets in the rural economy. In the
second half of the book the scope of the discussion is
extended to social and political aspects. Finally, the book
addresses such topics as urban resistance towards
neighbouring rural markets and the widespread practice of
waiving customs duties for the duration of largescale religious
festivals."
A collection of essays presenting new analyses of data and
evidence for population and settlement patterns, particularly
urbanization, in the Mediterranean world from 100 BC to AD
350.
This book provides a twenty-first century perspective on
Roman Britain, combining current approaches with the wealth
of archaeological material from the province. This volume
introduces the history of research into the province and the
cultural changes at the beginning and end of the Roman
period. The majority of the chapters are thematic, dealing with
issues relating to the people of the province, their identities
and ways of life. Further chapters consider the characteristics
of the province they lived in, such as the economy, and
settlement patterns. This Handbook reflects the new
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Roman archaeology,
and
demonstrates why the study of Roman Britain has become
one of the most dynamic areas of archaeology. The book will
be useful for academics and students interested in Roman
Britain.
This volume focuses upon the people of rural Roman Britain how they looked, lived, interacted with the material and
spiritual worlds surrounding them, and also how they died,
and what their physical remains can tell us. Analyses indicate
a geographically and socially diverse society, influenced by
pre-existing cultural traditions and varying degrees of social
connectivity. Incorporation into the Roman empire certainly
brought with it a great deal of social change, though contrary
to many previous accounts depicting bucolic scenes of villalife, it would appear that this change was largely to the
detriment of many of those living in the countryside.
The 'Villages of the Fayyum' is a unique and unparalleled
thirteenth-century Arabic tax register of the province of the
Fayyum in Middle Egypt. Based on this tax-register, this book
utilises quantitative research methods and spatial GIS
analysis to provide a rich account of the rural economy of the
medieval Fayyum, the tribal organization of the village
communities, and their rights and duties in relation to the
military landholders. It also draws on the rich documentary
evidence of the Fayyum, which stretches back to the GrecoRoman and early Islamic periods, to trace the transformation
of the Fayyum into a Muslim-majority and Arab
province.0This volume thus offers a radically new perspective
on the social and economic history of the medieval Islamic
countryside. It makes a major contribution to the history of
Islamic Egypt, its rural economy, and to our understanding of
taxation and administration under the Ayyubids. Most
importantly, its argument for the metamorphosis of the Coptic
peasantry into Muslim and tribal Arab society has profound
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implications
for Middle
Eastern
history in general,
and
challenges our modern concept of Arab identity.
"The Ancient Economy holds pride of place among the
handful of genuinely influential works of ancient history. This
is Finley at the height of his remarkable powers and in his
finest role as historical iconoclast and intellectual provocateur.
It should be required reading for every student of pre-modern
modes of production, exchange, and consumption."--Josiah
Ober, author of Political Dissent in Democratic Athens
Stephen Dyson provides a new synthesis, describing current
research on the Roman countryside with a topological
framework. Focusing on areas where some of the most
innovative rural research has been conducted, he discusses
what happened during the period of transition.
This book presents the results of the first systematic
archaeological study of Roman peasants. It examines the
spaces, architecture, diet, agriculture, market interactions,
and movement habitus of non-elite rural dwellers in a region
of southern Tuscany, Italy, during the Roman period. Volume
1 presents the excavation data from eight non-elite rural sites
including a farm, a peasant house, animal stall/work huts, a
ceramics factory, field drains, and a site of uncertain function,
here framed as individual chapters complete with finds
analysis. Volume 2 examines this data synthetically in
thematic chapters addressing land use, agriculture, diet,
markets, and movement. The results suggest a different,
more sophisticated Roman peasant than heretofore
assumed. The data suggests that Roman peasants
particularly in the first century BC/AD built specialized sites
distributed throughout the landscape to maximize use of
diverse land parcels. This has important implications for the
interpretation of field survey data, the estimate of rural
demographics from that survey, and assumptions about the
long-term changes to human settlement. It also points to an
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of agricultural
intensification
in this period,
a contention beginning to be supported by other studies. The
project also identified sophisticated systems of land use,
including crop rotation and an important investment in animal
agriculture. This work presents the first systematic data from
Roman Italy for rural consumption, tracking the fine wares
made at a production site to local sites nearby. This supports
the largely theoretical problematizing of the so-called
consumer city model and suggests the potential importance
of rural aggregate demand. Movement studies, based on
finds from the sites themselves, describe a more mobile
population than anticipated, engaged in quotidian and longdistance movement patterns, supported by the small but
steady stream of imports and exports into and out of this
seemingly liminal region. The book concludes by addressing
the implications of this new data for major questions in
Roman social and economic history.
Often viewed as self-sufficient, Roman farmers actually
depended on markets to supply them with a wide range of
goods and services, from metal tools to medical expertise.
However, the nature, extent, and implications of their market
interactions remain unclear. This monograph uses literary and
archaeological evidence to examine how farmers – from
smallholders to the owners of large estates – bought and
sold, lent and borrowed, and cooperated as well as competed
in the Roman economy. A clearer picture of the relationship
between farmers and markets allows us to gauge their
collective impact on, and exposure to, macroeconomic
phenomena such as monetization and changes in the level
and nature of demand for goods and labor. After considering
the demographic and environmental context of Italian
agriculture, the author explores three interrelated questions:
what goods and services did farmers purchase; how did
farmers acquire the money with which to make those
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decisions? This book provides a portrait of the economic
world of the Roman farmer in late Republican and early
Imperial Italy.
Rural Settlement and Economic Activity is a key new addition
to literature on the rural economy of Tripolitania during
Antiquity. The chapters explore the geography and climate of
the area and present the results of the author's
archaeological survey. Settlement types and their
constructions are examined, followed by a detailed analysis of
olive oil presses and their production capacity. Finally,
amphora production sites are discussed, with examples of the
types of amphora and their capacities. The conclusions give
an overview of the rural economy of Tarhuna during the
Roman period, focusing on economic aspects and offering an
astonishing new picture of this highly productive landscape
Investment in capital, both physical and financial, and
innovation in its uses are often considered the linchpin of
modern economic growth, while credit and credit markets now
seem to determine the wealth - as well as the fate - of
nations. Yet was it always thus? The Roman economy was
large, complex, and sophisticated, but in terms of its structural
properties did it look anything like the economies we know
and are familiar with today? Through consideration of the
allocation and uses of capital and credit and the role of
innovation in the Roman world, the individual essays
comprising this volume go straight to the heart of the matter,
exploring such questions as how capital in its various forms
was generated, allocated, and employed in the Roman
economy; whether the Romans had markets for capital goods
and credit; and whether investment in capital led to innovation
and productivity growth. Their authors consider multiple
aspects of capital use in agriculture, water management,
trade, and urban production, and of credit provision, finance,
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and human
capital,Volume
covering 2different
periods
of Roman
history and ranging geographically across Italy and elsewhere
in the Roman world. Utilizing many different types of written
and archaeological evidence, and employing a range of
modern theoretical perspectives and methodologies, the
contributors, an expert international team of historians and
archaeologists, have produced the first book-length
contribution to focus exclusively on (physical and financial)
capital in the Roman world; a volume that is aimed not only at
specialists in the field, but also at economic historians and
archaeologists specializing in other periods and places.

The papers in The Economic Integration of Roman Italy
use various archaeological data, particularly recent field
survey and excavation data, to explore the changes
Rome’s territorial and economic expansion brought
about in the Italian countryside.
This volume is a collection of studies which presents new
analyses of the nature and scale of Roman agriculture in
the Mediterranean world from c. 100 BC to AD 350. It
provides a clear understanding of the fundamental
features of Roman agricultural production through
studying the documentary and archaeological evidence
for the modes of land exploitation and the organisation,
development of, and investment in this sector of the
Roman economy. Moving substantially beyond the
simple assumption that agriculture was the dominant
sector of the ancient economy, the volume explores what
was special and distinctive about it, especially with a
view of its development and integration during a period
of expansion and prosperity across the empire. The
papers exemplify a range of possible approaches to
studying and, within limits, quantifying aspects of Roman
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agricultural
production,
marshalling
a large
quantity of
evidence, chiefly archaeological and papyrological, to
address important questions of the organisation and
performance of this sector in the Roman world.
Sixteen essays in the social and economic history of the
ancient world, by a leading historian of classical
antiquity, are here brought conveniently together. Three
overlapping parts deal with the urban economy and
society, peasants and the rural economy, and foodsupply and food-crisis. While focusing on eleven
centuries of antiquity from archaic Greece to late imperial
Rome, the essays include theoretical and comparative
analyses of food-crisis and pastoralism, and an
interdisciplinary study of the health status of the people
of Rome using physical anthropology and nutritional
science. A variety of subjects are treated, from the
misconduct of a builders' association in late antique
Sardis, to a survey of the cultural associations and
physiological effects of the broad bean.
Religion - Opfer - Ritus - Ernährung.
The quality of life for ordinary Roman citizens at the
height of the Roman Empire probably was better than
that of any other large group of people living before the
Industrial Revolution. The Roman Market Economy uses
the tools of modern economics to show how trade,
markets, and the Pax Romana were critical to ancient
Rome's prosperity. Peter Temin, one of the world's
foremost economic historians, argues that markets
dominated the Roman economy. He traces how the Pax
Romana encouraged trade around the Mediterranean,
and how Roman law promoted commerce and banking.
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Temin shows
thatVolume
a reasonably
vibrant market
for wheat
extended throughout the empire, and suggests that the
Antonine Plague may have been responsible for turning
the stable prices of the early empire into the persistent
inflation of the late. He vividly describes how various
markets operated in Roman times, from commodities
and slaves to the buying and selling of land. Applying
modern methods for evaluating economic growth to data
culled from historical sources, Temin argues that Roman
Italy in the second century was as prosperous as the
Dutch Republic in its golden age of the seventeenth
century. The Roman Market Economy reveals how
economics can help us understand how the Roman
Empire could have ruled seventy million people and
endured for centuries.
Focuses on the archaeological evidence, allowing fresh
perspectives and new approaches to the fate of the
Roman West.
Drawing on documentary sources and archaeological
evidence this book offers a socio-economic history of
elite villas in Roman Central Italy and brings a new
perspective to the debate on the slave-based villa
system and the crisis of Italian villas in the imperial
period.
This volume breaks new ground in approaching the
Ancient Economy by bringing together documentary
sources from Mesopotamia and the Greco-Roman world.
Addressing textual corpora that have traditionally been
studied separately, the collected papers overturn the
conventional view of a fundamental divide between the
economic institutions of these two regions. The premise
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controlling
for2differences,
texts from either
cultural setting can be brought to bear on the other and
can shed light, through their use as proxy data, on such
questions as economic mentalities and market
development. The book also presents innovative
approaches to the quantitative study of large corpora of
ancient documents. The resulting view of the Ancient
Economy is much more variegated and dynamic than
traditional ïprimitivistÍ views would allow. The volume
covers the following topics: Babylonian house size data
as an index of urban living standards; the Old Babylonian
archives as a source for economic history; Middle
Bronze Age long distance trade in Anatolia; long-term
economic development in Babylonia from the 7th to the
4th century BC; legal institutions and agrarian change in
the Roman Empire; papyrological evidence for waterlifting technology; money circulation and monetization in
Late Antique Egypt; the application of Social Network
Analysis to Babylonian cuneiform archives; price trends
in the ancient Near East and Mediterranean in the
Hellenistic and Roman periods, as well as the effects of
locust plagues on prices.
The economy of the Roman Empire was predominantly
agrarian: Roman landowners, agricultural laborers, and small
tenant farmers were highly dependent upon one another for
assuring stability. By examining the property rights
established by the Roman government, in particular the laws
concerning land tenure and the contractual relationships
between wealthy landowners and the tenant farmers to whom
they leased their land, Dennis P. Kehoe is able to
demonstrate how the state fostered economic development
and who benefited the most. In this bold application of
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theory, Kehoe
explores
the relationship
between
Roman private law and the development of the Roman
economy during a crucial period of the Roman Empire, from
the second to the fourth century C.E. Kehoe is able to use the
laws concerning land tenure, and the Roman government's
enforcement of those laws, as a window through which to
develop a more comprehensive view of the Roman economy.
With its innovative application of the methodologies of law
and economics and the New Institutional Economics Law and
the Rural Economy in the Roman Empire is a groundbreaking
addition to the study of the Roman economy. Dennis P.
Kehoe is Professor of Classical Studies at Tulane University.
He is the author of several books, including Investment,
Profit, and Tenancy: The Jurists and the Roman Agrarian
Economy(University of Michigan Press, 1997). "Kehoe brings
his deep expertise in Roman land tenure systems and his
broad knowledge of the methodologies of New Institutional
Economics to bear on questions of fundamental importance
regarding the relationship of Roman law and society. Was
governmental policy on agriculture designed to benefit large
landowners or small farmers? What impact did it have on the
rural economy? The fascinating answers Kehoe provides in
this pathbreaking work should occasion a major
reassessment of such problems by social and legal
historians." ---Thomas McGinn, Department of Classical
Studies at Vanderbilt University, and author of The Economy
of Prostitution in the Roman World: A Study of Social History
and the Brothel and Prostitution, Sexuality, and the Law in
Ancient Rome "A ground-breaking study using the principles
of New Institutional Economics to analyze the impact of legal
policy in balancing the interests of Roman tenant-farmers and
landowners in the 2-4 centuries C.E. Kehoe's book will be
essential reading for historians of the Roman Empire,
demonstrating how the government overcame challenges and
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sought to2regulate
this enormous
sector of
the economy." ---Susan D. Martin, Department of Classics,
University of Tennessee "In Law and the Rural Economy,
Kehoe brings to life the workings of the ancient economy and
the Roman legal system. By analyzing interactions between
the imperial government, landlords, and tenant farmers in
provinces across the Empire, Kehoe opens insights into
imperial economic policy. He handles a variety of challenging
sources with mastery and wit, and his knowledge of
scholarship is extensive and thorough, covering ancient
history, textual problems in the sources, legal history and,
perhaps most impressively, the modern fields of economic
theory and 'law and economics.' Kehoe's innovative and
sophisticated methodology sets his work apart. The book will
make an important contribution to our understanding of
access to the law and the effectiveness of the legal system,
important topics for scholars of law, ancient and modern."
---Cynthia J. Bannon, Department of Classical Studies,
Indiana University
Monografie over onderzoek naar Romeinse villa's en hun
omgeving in de noordelijke provincies van het Romeinse Rijk.
In Money, Culture, and Well-Being in Rome's Economic
Development, 0-275 CE, Daniel Hoyer offers a new approach
to explain some of the remarkable achievements of Imperial
Rome
The studiesin this book investigate various elements relating
to the Roman rural economyand its development, as well as
changes in its structure arising from theestablishment of
Roman rule in the territory of modern Serbia. Of
particularimportance is the complexity of economic relations,
as well as agriculture as afundamental economic activity
(along with mining) in the territory of theBalkan region,
developed after the arrival of the Roman legions, and
thecreation of new forms of organisation, in which the
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In a pre-industrial world, storage could make or break farmers
and empires alike. How did it shape the Roman empire? The
Socio-Economics of Roman Storage cuts across the scales of
farmer and state to trace the practical and moral
reverberations of storage from villas in Italy to silos in Gaul,
and from houses in Pompeii to warehouses in Ostia.
Following on from the material turn, an abstract notion of
'surplus' makes way for an emphasis on storage's material
transformations (e.g. wine fermenting; grain degrading;
assemblages forming), which actively shuffle social relations
and economic possibilities, and are a sensitive indicator of
changing mentalities. This archaeological study tackles key
topics, including the moral resonance of agricultural storage;
storage as both a shared and a contested concern during and
after conquest; the geography of knowledge in domestic
settings; the supply of the metropolis of Rome; and the
question of how empires scale up. It will be of interest to
scholars and students of Roman archaeology and history, as
well as anthropologists who study the links between the
scales of farmer and state.
In this book, Gabriele Cifani reconstructs the early economic
history of Rome, from the Iron Age to the early Republic.
Bringing a multidisciplinary approach to the topic, he argues
that the early Roman economy was more diversified than has
been previously acknowledged, going well beyond agriculture
and pastoralism. Cifani bases his argument on a systematic
review of archaeological evidence for production, trade and
consumption. He posits that the existence of a network
system, based on cultural interaction, social mobility, and
trade, connected Rome and central Tyrrhenian Italy to the
Mediterranean Basin even in this early period of Rome's
history. Moreover, these trade and cultural links existed in
parallel to regional, diversified economies, and institutions.
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Cifani's book
thus Volume
offers new2insights
into the
economic basis
for the rise of Rome, as well as the social structures of
Mediterranean Iron Age societies.
How did Roman Britain end? This new study draws on fresh
archaeological discoveries to argue that the end of Roman
Britain was not the product of either a violent cataclysm or an
economic collapse. Instead, the structure of late antique
society, based on the civilian ideology of paideia, was forced
to change by the disappearance of the Roman state. By the
fifth century elite power had shifted to the warband and the
edges of their swords. In this book Dr Gerrard describes and
explains that process of transformation and explores the role
of the 'Anglo-Saxons' in this time of change. This profound
ideological shift returned Britain to a series of 'small worlds',
the existence of which had been hidden by the globalizing
structures of Roman imperialism. Highly illustrated, the book
includes two appendices, which detail Roman cemetery sites
and weapon trauma, and pottery assemblages from the
period.
A bold application of economic theory to help provide an
understanding of the role that law played in the development
of the Roman economy
This collection presents new analyses for the nature and
scale of Roman agriculture. It outlines the fundamental
features of agricultural production through studying the
documentary and archaeological evidence for the modes of
land exploitation and the organisation, development of, and
investment in this sector.
This is a study of the legal rules affecting the practice of
female prostitution at Rome approximately from 200 B.C. to
A.D. 250. It examines the formation and precise content of
the legal norms developed for prostitution and those engaged
in this profession, with close attention to their social context.
McGinn's unique study explores the "fit" between the lawPage 14/16
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system and
the socio-economic
reality while
shedding light on
important questions concerning marginal groups, marriage,
sexual behavior, the family, slavery, and citizen status,
particularly that of women.
Thanks to its exceptional size and duration, the Roman
Empire offers one of the best opportunities to study economic
development in the context of an agrarian world empire. This
volume, which is organised thematically, provides a
sophisticated introduction to and assessment of all aspects of
its economic life.
This volume offers a comprehensive survey of Roman villas
in Italy and the Mediterranean provinces of the Roman
Empire, from their origins to the collapse of the Empire. The
architecture of villas could be humble or grand, and
sometimes luxurious. Villas were most often farms where
wine, olive oil, cereals, and manufactured goods, among
other products, were produced. They were also venues for
hospitality, conversation, and thinking on pagan, and
ultimately Christian, themes. Villas spread as the Empire
grew. Like towns and cities, they became the means of power
and assimilation, just as infrastructure, such as aqueducts
and bridges, was transforming the Mediterranean into a
Roman sea. The distinctive Roman/Italian villa type was
transferred to the provinces, resulting in Mediterranean-wide
culture of rural dwelling and work that further unified the
Empire.
The production, trade and consumption of pulses have seen
substantial growth over the last fifteen years. This report
examines the trends and patterns of this growth, and the
factors that explain these for different kinds of pulses. The
report presents an analysis of trends of consumption of
pulses in different regions of the world and discusses the role
that pulses can play in human nutrition. The report presents
an analysis of the dynamics of growth of major pulses in
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countries
of the world.
It describes
the increasingly important role of trade in the global economy
of pulses and presents an analysis of changing patterns of
trade. The report argues that there is a pressing need to
close the large gap between potential and actual yields,
particularly on smallholder farms in South Asia and subSaharan Africa, by increased adoption of improved varieties
and modern agronomic practices in all developing countries.
This in turn requires a major thrust in agricultural research
and extension, improving credit availability, and public
investment directed at pulse production. The report discusses
future prospects and policy imperatives for sustaining the
growth of pulse production.
A reprint with updated material of the authorÆs 1991
research into villas and farms and rural economy in the Late
Roman era (Britain, Gaul, Italy, Spain and Gallia Belgica in
the 3rd to 5th centuries AD).
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